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Anti-Wandering Solution
Affordable Anti-Wandering Monitors
Smart Caregiver, Inc., located in Petaluma, California offers a Wireless AntiWandering System for under $700.. The Smart Caregiver Smart Door Monitor is
noteworthy because it is affordable to the average LTC facility and it operates with
batteries or AC power, making It easy to install anywhere with just two screws.
LTC facilities rely on this affordable anti-wandering system because It easily installs
in minutes and provides residents with the comfort and security they deserve. Smart
Door Monitor can also lock doors with the optional Magnetic Door Lock. Resident
can get their rest because there are no alarms in the room and Care Givers
can track multiple residents accurately and quickly from the same system.

The Smart Caregiver Advantage
LTC residents now have the benefit of an affordable anti
-wander system that is
easy to install and use. A tiny transmitter is concealed in small comfortable
wristband worn by the resident. The Smart Door Monitor is a digital display, relay
and alarm. It also reports the identity of the wandering resident on its lighted
display. When the resident approaches a monitored area or opens the door, the
receiver displays their identity and sets off an alarm and/or flashing light. Because
all residents are not created equal, the Smart Door Monitor tracks and identifies up
to 99 residents quietly, safely and with no discomfort. Ease of installation,
reliability, and affordability; that¹s the Smart Caregiver Advantage.

Success Story
Recently, the busy Forrest Manor LTCin Selma, Alabama discovered they
were unable to keep up with the growing number of their wandering residents.
Richard Rutherford, the facilities' Director says ³...you can¹t afford to post someone
at every door, but we can put a Smart Door Monitor at our 13 rooms because
they¹re affordable and they work great. The cost of monitoring 13 doors and over
30 residents with Smart Caregiver is less than a third of what others want
ed to
charge. We¹ve experienced no down-time because Smart Door Monitors have a
battery back-up.²
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